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ABSTRACT 
The next generation Landsat satellite, Landsat 8 (L8), also known as the Landsat Data Continuity 
Mission (LDCM), uses a highly spectrally efficient modulation and data formatting approach to 
provide large amounts of downlink (D/L) bandwidth in a limited X-Band spectrum allocation. In 
addition to purely data throughput and bandwidth considerations, there were a number of 
additional constraints based on operational considerations for prevention of interference with the 
NASA Deep-Space Network (DSN) band just above the L8 D/L band, minimization of jitter 
contributions to prevent impacts to instrument performance, and the need to provide an interface 
to the Landsat International Cooperator (IC) community. A series of trade studies were 
conducted to consider either X- or Ka-Band, modulation type, and antenna coverage type, prior 
to the release of the request for proposal (RFP) for the spacecraft. Through use of the spectrally 
efficient rate-7/8 Low-Density Parity-Check error-correction coding and novel filtering, an X-
Band frequency plan was developed that balances all the constraints and considerations, while 
providing world-class link performance, fitting 384 Mbits/sec of data into the 375 MHz X-Band 
allocation with bit-error rates better than 10-12 using an earth-coverage antenna. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Landsat Data Continuity Mission (LDCM), also known as Landsat 8 (L8), is a program to 
develop the next generation of Landsat remote sensing satellites. Landsat is a long-term land 
remote sensing program operated by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) that uses 
satellites to acquire moderate resolution (30 m) multi-spectral data in visible and near-infrared 
(VNIR), short-wave infrared (SWIR), and thermal infrared (TIR) bands for earth resources 
mapping, global change research, and other science applications. There are two satellites 
currently in operation, Landsats 5 and 7 (L5, L7). The Landsat mission timeline and overview is 
shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Landsat Missions Overview 
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In the design of the communication system for L8, a number of constraints needed to be 
balanced with the requirement to deliver a torrent of scientific data to both the Landsat ground 
network (LGN) and international cooperator (IC) stations. A single ground station pass 
(nominally 10 minutes) is expected to result in the transfer of over 28 Gigabytes of data from the 
spacecraft. Use of the spectrally efficient LPDC forward error correction code and a novel 
approach to filtering allow the system to be implemented at X-Band while providing sufficient 
spectral isolation to users above and below the L8 downlink (D/L) bands. Use of X-Band also 
allows LGN and IC stations to leverage their current antenna systems, minimizing development 
and integration costs, a key consideration for many ICs that do not have the funding required to 
support a change to a Ka-Band D/L scheme. 
 
INITIAL LANDSAT 8 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
The Landsat 8 mission required a significantly higher data rate than previous Landsat missions.  
This was due to the primary instrument, the new Operational Land Imager (OLI) instrument, 
which is a push-broom multi-spectral sensor that generates nearly twice the amount of data as the 
Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) instrument flown aboard Landsat 7. In addition to realtime 
image acquisitions, a solid-state recorder (SSR) is used to store imagery collected outside the 
view of an LGN station, which would be used to provide data to another D/L datastream 
approximately equal to the realtime data rate. Thus the aggregate data rate would be twice the 
realtime rate for D/Ls to LGN stations (realtime + SSR playback on descending/daytime passes 
or two streams of SSR playback on ascending/night passes). Based on early testing with OLI-like 
data simulated from the Advanced Land Imager (ALI), lossless compression was assumed to 
reduce the data rate by a factor of 1.55:1. The nominal data rate used for the initial analysis was 
230 Mbits/sec for the OLI realtime data rate, which includes Consultative Committee on Space 
Data Systems (CCSDS) formatting, ancillary/instrument telemetry data and a 10% margin.  
Therefore, the total required data rate for both data streams was 460 Mbits/sec. 
 
Another concern for the Landsat 8 mission was the potential for spacecraft induced jitter on the 
image quality.  The Landsat 7 instrument, ETM+, is a whisk-broom scanner which has a much 
shorter dwell time on the focal plane array, somewhat mitigating the effects of disturbances from 
antenna motion on image quality. As a push-broom scanner, the OLI focal plane has no moving 
parts and images during the entire scan line period, so any disturbances will be translated into 
jitter in the resulting imagery. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the two sensor designs. This 
jitter would then need to be addressed either by isolating the sensor or any tracking antennas, or 
by use of jitter sensors to allow ground processing to remove the jitter component from the final 
image products. 
 
Based on the higher OLI data rate, the initial direction was to consider moving from X-Band to 
Ka-Band for the new L8 D/L frequency. To mitigate the jitter concerns with using tracking 
antennas (as used on L7), Ka-Band earth coverage and phased array antennas were initially 
considered. Use of an earth coverage antenna was quickly ruled out due to the high transmit 
power requirements needed to provide a sufficient rain fade margin. A phased array antenna was 
then considered, along with use of tracking antennas coupled with jitter isolators between 
antenna(s) and instrument and jitter sensors. 
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Figure 2. Whisk-Broom (left) Vs. Push-Broom (right) Instrument Configurations 
 
One of the lessons learned from L7 was that the distribution of IC stations was not uniform and 
the mission became quickly oversubscribed for D/L resources in certain regions such as eastern 
Asia (Figure 3). This concern in addition to the potential jitter of a moving antenna, especially at 
Ka band, caused an initial consideration of a phased array antenna design. A conceptual design 
emerged where the phased array would operate in two modes, earth coverage or wide-beam 
mode to cover just the realtime stream to multiple IC stations, and spot or narrow-beam mode to 
support a higher gain for two D/L streams to an LGN station. This approach was more 
technically challenging and there were problems when the coverage footprints of an LGN and an 
IC station or two LGN stations overlapped. Ultimately, the technical maturity of a Ka-Band 
phased array was deemed insufficient to support a flight mission without a significant 
development effort. Therefore the decision was made to not utilize Ka-Band. 
 

 
Figure 3. Landsat 5/7 International Cooperator and LGN stations 
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In parallel with exploration of a Ka-Band D/L approach, X-Band was studied to see if it was 
possible to fit the required data rate into the 375 MHz X-Band allocation for remote sensing 
satellite downlinks. Additionally, a hybrid approach was studied using Ka-Band for a high rate 
D/L to the LGNs when not imaging (this link would potentially operate at more than twice the 
realtime imaging rate of 230 Mbits/sec to allow the SSR to be emptied using only 
ascending/night passes) and an earth coverage X-Band or phased array Ka-Band antennas for 
realtime D/Ls to both IC and LGN stations. While attractive from the standpoint of nicely 
solving the problems of D/L bandwidth, the additional cost and complexity were found to be too 
much when compared to the relative benefits of the approach. 
 
With the Ka-Band solution removed, two candidate designs were studied for an X-Band D/L 
system, using multiple steering antennas (gimbaled or phased arrays), or an earth coverage 
antenna. Since a key constraint was ensuring the design met spectral restrictions, especially 
protection of the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) frequencies just above the L8 D/L 
allocation, a number of simulations were performed to demonstrate that the system could operate 
at X-Band without interference to the DSN. Based on the L7 D/L scheme, a band-limiting filter 
was used to remove the sidelobe energy including up to 25% of the main lobe.  This filtering 
design was considered because L7 used a 110 MHz band-limiting filter on the uncoded 150 
Mbits/sec quadrature phase-shift-keying (QPSK) D/L with minimal degradation, thus reducing 
any concerns about impact to the bit error rate. H. Garon [Garon, et. Al], demonstrated that up to 
one-third of the main lobe can be filtered out before severe penalties ensue for bit error rate 
(BER) performance (Garon et al 2012). 
 
Using a dual-frequency plan, simulations of the filter performance demonstrated that it is 
possible to support a 460 Mbit/sec D/L without interference to the DSN or exceeding any other 
spectral constraints (Figure 4). While the L7 D/L uses a similar scheme with adjacent D/L 
channels without significant interference, it was also thought that the two channels could use 
opposite polarization if necessary for additional isolation between them.  This would establish 
both frequency diversity and polarization diversity to help the bit error rate performance. 
 
A simplified link budget was used to demonstrate that an earth coverage antenna using this 
frequency plan would be able to close the link to a 9m aperture (Table 1). Note that there is no 
forward error-correction or other coding applied in this simplified link budget, so performance 
can be improved in an actual implementation. In the example link budget, the 8-PSK format is 
considered as a possible modulation scheme, but was not selected for actual use in Landsat 8. 
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Figure 4. Simulated Filter Response and Signal Performance for a Dual-Frequency L8 D/L 

(Courtesy of J. Staren, NASA/GSFC) 
 

Table 1. Simplified L8 Link Budget for an Earth Coverage Antenna 
 

S/C TX output power 16.99 dBW 50 watts
S/C antenna gain, ~70° elevation -8.00 dBi 8.21 GHz
S/C antenna gain, 5° elevation 5.60 dBi

8.99 dBW

Free space path loss -178.96 dB 2575 Km path length at 5° elevation
Free space path loss -168.17 dB 744 Km path length at ~70° elevation
Rain Fade Margin -1.70 dB from MODIS DBS Link Budget
Groundstation antenna efficiency,  -4.44 60%
Groundstation antenna gain 55.56 dB 9.0m 20.4+20logD+20logf +10log

-106.95 dBW Highest path loss
-109.76 dBW Lowest S/C antenna gain

G/T 30.86 dB·K 9.0m
System Noise Temperature 24.70 °K 295°K
K -228.60 dB/Hz/K

94.14 dB/Hz EIRP at LNA + G/T - K - antenna gain

10.52 dB C/No - 230 MBPS (in dB)

Required link Eb/No 7.00 dB QPSK with RS at 10
-9

 BER
Additional Margin for 8-PSK 3.00 dB Increase in Eb/No required when using 8-PSK
Link margin 0.52 dB Receive Eb/No - Required Eb/No

S/C EIRP

C/No

Receive Eb/No

10.8 dB

EIRP at LNA input, 5° Elevation
EIRP at LNA input, ~70° Elevation

D/L to 9m Antenna LDCM X-Band DBS Link Budget based upon MODIS DBS

13.6 dB

 
 
The results of this analysis were used to convince the NASA/GSFC spectrum manager that L8 
would be able to use an X-Band D/L without interference to the DSN or other users. The 
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solicitation for the spacecraft (S/C) bus was then issued with requirements for an X-Band D/L 
frequency plan. 
 
LANDSAT 8 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
LDCM is being developed with NASA/GSFC as the system integrator, the USGS developing the 
ground system, an instrument contract for OLI, a S/C bus contract, and a late addition for the 
Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS), being developed in-house at NASA/GSFC. The S/C bus was 
procured using the Rapid Systems Development Office (RSDO) “catalog” of bus vendors. Since 
there are significant trades possible in the design of the bus and associated communications 
system, an initial study contract was issued to four vendors to study approaches and then develop 
a response to the final bus solicitation. The winner of the final S/C bus solicitation was Orbital 
Sciences Corp. (at the time General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems), who proposed 
an X-Band D/L using an earth coverage antenna and a low power traveling wave tube (TWT) 
amplifier (operating in the linear range) combined with Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) 
forward error correction. 
 
A diagram of the L8 X-Band communication subsystem is shown in Figure 5. Note that there are 
no mechanical switches. One of the lessons learned from previous flight projects is the reduction 
of the number of mechanical items that could potentially fail over an extended mission life (L5 is 
still currently in operation over 28 years after launch). 
 
A digital transmitter is used to modulate realtime and stored data from the SSR. The CCSDS file 
delivery protocol (CFDP) is used to enable management of data stored on the SSR in manner 
closer to the way data on a laptop hard drive is managed instead of by physical memory blocks 
as was done on prior missions. Mission data are segmented into 1 Gigabyte pieces and then 
wrapped in CFDP formatting for transmission to the ground. The ground system uses the CFDP 
checksum to verify error-free receipt of a file and a re-transmit command can be issued if errors 
are found. A tailored version of CFDP class 1 is used in this fashion to construct a “guaranteed” 
file delivery system. 
 

 
Figure 5. L8 X-Band Communications Subsystem (Courtesy of Orbital Sciences Corp) 
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To support the CFDP file delivery system, the required BER performance is required to be 10-12.  
The system requirements allow for no more than four scenes to be lost per day, out of 400 scenes 
collected nominally each day. Variable Rice lossless compression is used to reduce the OLI data 
rate, with the implication that there can be pieces of up to three scenes in a CFDP file. Therefore, 
this results in the need for a 10-12 BER link performance to address the data loss requirements. 
This requirement is orders of magnitude higher than is typically specified for a space to ground 
link (the L7 requirement was 10-6), and better than many wired/optical network link 
specifications. 
 
The aggregate data rate of the operational instrument with SSR playback is 384 Mbits/sec, which 
includes overhead for framing and formatting. To meet the 10-12 BER specification, forward 
error-correction is mandatory. Use of a Reed-Solomon or convolutional coding would typically 
increase the data rate by as much as double, making it difficult to fit into the 375 MHz X-Band 
D/L bandwidth allocation. While use of multiple D/L channels with opposite polarity or higher-
order phase-shift keying (PSK) would allow the double data rate D/L, use of rate-7/8 LDPC FEC 
was used as the more spectrally efficient approach. In the tailored LDPC code used for L8, seven 
out of every eight bits would contain actual data, versus only four out of every eight for the rate-
½ convolutional coding used in previous missions. By using LDPC, the main lobe of coded 
signal occupies only 441 MHz, which is easily filtered (band limiting of less than 15%) to fit into 
the 375 MHz X-Band D/L allocation. In order to further assist BER performance, Offset 
keyed/staggered quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK) modulation was used to further reduce 
the sidelobe levels that would need to be filtered out by eliminating the 180° transition state 
possible with straight QPSK modulation. 
 
Since an earth coverage antenna is used, it is imperative that out-of-band energy be reduced for 
DSN protection, as there no isolation provided by the directivity of a gimbaled antenna. The 
spectral constraints are asymmetrical, with lower levels on the high side for DSN protection. 
Instead of building a complex asymmetrical filter to match the spectral constraints or using a 
symmetrical filter that provided excess performance on the low end, a symmetrical filter was 
used, but offset from the D/L center frequency. This novel approach provides the needed 
isolation on the high end, but does not penalize performance on the low end. A diagram of the 
D/L spectrum is shown in Figure 6. Note that some of the lower first sideband is within the 
bandpass of the filter. 
 
A major contributor to BER degradation is asymmetrical filtering of a signal, typically as the 
result of a long cable run introducing different attenuations as a function of frequency for a 
wideband signal. To address this concern, adaptive baseband equalization/filtering (ABBE) is 
implemented in the ground station demodulator/receiver. Simulations performed by NASA on 
the proposed design show that the desired link performance was not achievable without the use 
of equalization (Nelson, Patschke, Garon, Ames, Mott, Mah, et. al, 2012). 
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Figure 6. L8 D/L Spectrum (Courtesy of Orbital Sciences Corp) 

 
LANDSAT 8 DESIGN TEST RESULTS 
Due to the significant performance specifications of the link and the use of many new 
technologies (LDPC, digital demodulators, DSN filtering scheme, etc.), there was some concern 
that the paper design might have some performance shortfalls in actual implementation. To 
address these concerns, a test of the engineering model (EM) communications subsystem was set 
up in June 2010. The operational ground system string was used (demodulator and X-Band to 
1200 MHz D/C). The test configuration is shown in Figure 7. The EM command and data 
handling subsystem (C&DH) was also used to support this test, though it was running ground 
test scripts instead of flight software. 

 
Figure 7. LDCM EM Communications Test Configuration (photo courtesy of Orbital Sciences 

Corp) 
 
Traditional BER tests accumulate a fixed number of errors at each Eb/No measurement point 
(typically on the order of 100 error events). Demonstrating 10-12 using this same procedure even 
at 384 Mbits/sec data rate would require a prohibitively long time. Instead, a standard statistical 
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approach is used, treating the BER measurement as a binomial with Poisson distribution 
(Baldman, 2003 and Müller et al, 2005). This approach allowed the definition of the time 
required to achieve a 0.95 confidence level for any specified BER. For a bit rate of 384 Mbps, a 
0.95 confidence level is achieved assuming no errors have occurred over a two hour and ten 
minute interval. 
 
The output of the communications subsystem was attenuated and passed through a noise 
generator to allow adjustment of Eb/No independent of signal power. The noise generator then 
fed the demodulator (signal + injected noise), and the internal BER counter function was used to 
measure the error rate. During testing, it was found that there was significant reflection from the 
noise generator, so couplers were used to provide isolation between the noise source, 
demodulator, and spectrum analyzer (used to measure band power for purposes of determining 
Eb/No). 
 
Initial tests were run at various Eb/No levels to establish the shape of the BER curve and the set 
point for a 10-12 BER. The Eb/No was then set for the expected 10-12 BER performance and then 
allowed to run long enough to achieve a 0.95 confidence level for the required BER. The BER 
measurement curves are shown in Figure 8. Once the required 10-12 performance was 
demonstrated, a long overnight test was set up to see how well the system was capable of 
performing. Upon returning the following day, it was found that the system had not taken any 
errors during greater than 17-hour measurement period, equivalent to a 2×10-13 BER with a 0.95 
confidence level (or 10-12 with a higher confidence factor of approximately 0.98). 
 

 
Figure 8. EM BER Performance 

 
The flight implementation was tested during radio frequency (RF) compatibility testing in 
September 2011. RF compatibility testing is designed to show compatibility between the S/C and 
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operational ground receiving stations. The USGS has responsibility for the LGN network 
stations and NASA has responsibility for the Space Network (SN) and near-Earth network 
(NEN, formally known as the ground network, or GN). Since the stations planned to receive L8 
have been operationally receiving Landsat data for a number of years, the traditional 
compatibility approach of using the compatibility van to “carry” the compatibility from the S/C 
to the stations was not used. Instead, the key components of each station were taken to the S/C 
vendor facility to build up a series of “mini” groundstations, representing the equipment 
configurations of each of the operational stations. 
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Figure 9. Simplified LGN Network Diagram 

 
There are two X-Band configurations used in the LGN stations using an intermediate frequency 
(IF) of either 720 or 1200 MHz. A simplified diagram of the LGN network is shown in Figure 9. 
X-Band from the antenna front end is down-converted to either 720 or 1200 MHz, and then the 
resultant IF is sent to the demodulator. A diagram of the equivalent configuration used for RF 
compatibility is shown in Figure 10. The output of the S/C was taken from the connection 
between the TWT and the earth coverage antenna, and then routed via a cable to either the 720 or 
1200 MHz downconverter (D/C) in the LGN X-Band test rack. Noise was added at IF to adjust 
Eb/No and BER was measured using the BER counter function in the demodulator. 
 
The slope of the LDPC BER curve at the waterfall is very steep. In some real sense, the 
performance of the system is almost binary – on the left side of the BER curve the error rate is 
intolerable, on the right side of the BER curve the decoding appears nearly perfect. Selecting an 
operational point (setpoint) in order to officially verify that the system satisfies the bit error rate 
threshold requirement becomes trivial. The setpoint selection is further enhanced by the 
remarkable stability by all standard measures associated with the power output, frequency and 
phase of the entire L8 communications system. The L8 TWT amplifier exhibits in practice a 
power stability better than 0.05 dB, even over transmission periods extending over several hours 
To prove a point during the RF Compatibility testing, a setpoint was selected a mere fraction of a 
dB away from the BER waterfall. The setpoint remained there for over two hours and ten 
minutes in order to assure and demonstrate the 0.95 confidence factor in meeting 10-12 BER 
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performance. A single confirmation test during development was also run over a 17 hour period 
indicating that the system operated at 10-13 BER or better with a 0.95 confidence factor. 
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Figure 10. RF Compatibility Test Configuration 

 
The RF compatibility BER test results are summarized in Figure 11. Uncoded performance was 
simultaneously measured by the demodulator, to provide an estimate of the performance 
improvement provided by the LDPC forward error-correction (though there are no specific 
requirements for uncoded performance and there are not any plans to operate the system without 
LDPC engaged). 
 
The same statistical methodology was used for RF compatibility BER testing, so an Eb/No level 
was established and errors allowed to accumulate (or not) for enough time to establish that 
measured BER with 0.95 confidence. In all instances, the measurements were within the values 
needed to meet the link budget and satisfy the BER threshold. 
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Figure 11. RF Compatibility BER Measurements 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
The LDCM program has developed and tested an operational communications link for L8 that 
operates orders of magnitude better than current systems (better than 10-12 BER) while 
maintaining spectral protection using an earth coverage antenna to D/L a wideband 384 
Mbits/sec signal at X-Band with significant link margin. This performance is made possible 
through use of the spectrally efficient LDPC forward error-correction coding, a TWT amplifier, a 
custom DSN filter and digital baseband adaptive filtering in the ground station 
demodulator/receiver. The performance measure using the EM communications subsystem was 
subsequently validated using the flight hardware during RF compatibility testing. L8 will be the 
first flight use of 7/8 short code LDPC but it is expected to be widely used in future space 
missions. 
 
Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply 
endorsement by the U.S. Government. 
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